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The design & manufacturing technology of Low-voltage Circuit Breaker to some 
extent reflects the development of the whole low-voltage electrical industry. 
Low-voltage Circuit Breaker is one of the support industries in the electric power 
engineering & automation fields. Low-voltage Circuit Breaker is the important part of 
low-voltage switchgear and its function & performance play the most important role 
on low-voltage switchgear. 
Intelligent release, the core of Low-voltage Circuit Breaker, is the unit for data 
capturing & signal processing. It works like a “brain” for the circuit breaker. During 
the industrial monitoring site work, a lot of interference sources may result in the 
release’s sampling distortion, out of control, failure in normal tripping or continual 
abnormal tripping, which may cause fatal accidents. Therefore, the release is required 
to be of comparatively strong ability of anti-electromagnetic interference. 
The quicker & the more reliably the mechanical operational mechanism of 
circuit breaker operates the higher breaking capacity the circuit breaker has. 
Under the said background, this thesis, firstly, summarizes the history, 
development, current situation & trend of Low-voltage Circuit Breaker, and 
introduces the characteristics of Low-voltage Circuit Breaker and the main function & 
technical parameter requirements stated in the related international & national 
standards; secondly, considering both standards’ requirements and the whole set 
structure of Low-voltage Circuit Breaker and the functions, effect & operational 
principles of each part, makes a study of material selection, structure design & design 
formula deduction & calculation, especially makes in-depth analysis on the core parts 
viz. intelligent release & mechanical operational mechanism of Low-voltage Circuit 
Breaker. This thesis put forwards the hardware & software related improvement 
programs on the anti-electromagnetic interference design of intelligent release for 















powerful simulation software—ANSYS, makes finite element simulation analysis on 
the key components of the mechanical operational mechanism of circuit breaker, and 
accordingly proves the design compliance and compares the applicable conditions for 
the two design programs. 
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必须有灵敏度很高的自由脱扣装置。具有自由脱扣装置的断路器在 1905 年问世。 





















































circuit breaker）、塑壳式（国际上通称 Moulded case circuit breaker）、以
及灭磁式、爆炸式、真空和选相闭合式等等。其中，万能式、塑壳式是两种主要
的断路器。 
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